DEDICATED SCRAP LOCATION
Many shops struggle with knowing where to put scrap material,
resulting in scrap being thrown in multiple places. Trash hoppers
provide a dedicated place for scrap.

If you own or manage a manufacturing plant, you know how important safety is for your employees.
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It doesn’t matter if your plant works with wood, metal, glass, or any
other product; a safe work environment improves employee
morale, quality of work, efﬁciency, and overall productivity.

SAFE SCRAP CONTAINMENT

10 Ways Trash
Hoppers Make
A Safer Work
Environment

SAFE SCRAP DISPOSAL
Trash hoppers can be lifted above a large dumpster with a forklift
to be dumped safely and easily. Iron Bull hoppers even have the
ability to be dumped directly from the forklift seat!
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CLEANER FLOOR
With a dedicated space for scraps and waste material,
shops have less scrap lying on the ﬂoor, resulting in a
cleaner and safer working environment

SAFER WORKSPACE

EASY MOVEMENT
Trash hoppers can be moved in a variety of ways
making for easy movement of scrap:
Forklift •
Pallet jack •
Casters (for smaller hoppers) •

Trash hoppers are one of the best ways to help bring safety to your
plant ﬂoor. There are many trash hopper styles and designs available, but they all have the same goal - your employee’s safety.
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Trash hoppers keep scrap materials contained in the hopper. Instead of having trash
and scrap scattered along the ﬂoor, it is all kept inside the hopper.
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With scrap no longer cluttering the workspace,
workers have a safer workspace with less potential
for tripping, getting caught, or hurt by scrap.

LESS DUST AND DIRT
METAL ENCLOSURE
The metal used to make trash hoppers ensures the scrap will not
spill or dump out. The exact metal gauge that you need depends
on your scrap. For example, metal scraps need more robust
metal than wood scraps.

If you are ready to see how a trash hopper can make your plant and workers
safer, cleaner, and more efﬁcient, then contact Iron Bull Manufacturing
today and get a quote for your hopper! They have the styles, sizes, and capacity for any shop and any scrap!
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Specialty hoppers, such as sawdust hoppers, help reduce dust
and dirt on the shop ﬂoor by providing an air-tight hopper for
exhaust. This results in workers breathing less dust and dirt.

FITS IN TIGHT SPACES
Hoppers can be manufactured in small sizes to ﬁt in tight corners or under workbenches. This means no space is too small
for a hopper to be safely and efﬁciently used!

OPERATOR SAFETY
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Hoppers are designed with operator safety in mind to ensure no one is
injured when the hopper is being moved or dumped. Iron Bull’s hoppers
have the following safety measures:
-Hopper safety retaining chain
-Safety ﬂip lock
-Optional dump-from-seat

